Abstract: A proof of Petri's general conjecture on the unobstructedness of linear systems on a general curve is given, using only the local properties of the deformation space of the pair (curve, line bundle).
Introduction
Let L 0 denote a holomorphic line bundle of degree d over a compact Riemann surface C 0 . The Petri conjecture stated that, if C 0 is a curve of general moduli, the mapping
denote the d -th symmetric product of C 0 and let ∆ ⊆ C (d) 0 × C 0 denote the tautological divisor. Let
For the projection
and exact sequence
one has that
Applying the derived functor Rp * • O P r ×C 0 to the above exact sequence as in [AC; (2.6) ], one obtains an exact sequence
where N A\B denotes the normal bundle of A in B . So the dual of the kernel of µ 0 above is exactly
Via the standard short exact sequence of normal bundles, Petri's conjecture becomes the assertion
that is, the deformation theory of linear series is unobstructed at a curve of general moduli.
There are several proofs of Petri's conjecture, proofs by degeneration by Gieseker [Gi] and Eisenbud-Harris [EH] and a proof via specialization to the locus of curves on a general K3-surface due to Lazarsfeld [L] (see also [P] ). The only proof based on properties of the infinitesimal deformation of the general curve, as opposed to some specialization of it, is a proof for r ≤ 2 by Arbarello and Cornalba in [AC] . In conversations concerning his joint work with Cornalba, Arbarello explained to the author the viewpoint of [ACGH] that there should exist a generalization to higher order of the following result (which appears both in [ACGH] and [AC] ): Let
denote the sheaf of holomorphic differential operators of order ≤ n on sections of the line bundle L 0 . (If
we denote this sheaf simply as D n .) The first-order deformations the pair (L 0 , C 0 ) are in natural one-to-one correspondence with the elements
in such a way that a section s 0 of L 0 deforms to first order with the deformation ψ if and only if the element
is zero. Furthermore he pointed out that an appropriate higher-order generalization of this fact and a simple Wronskian argument would immediately yield a "local" proof of Petri's general conjecture at the general curve (see §3 below). The purpose of this paper is to carry out that generalization.
The general idea of the proof is to use the Kuranishi theory of (curvilinear) C ∞ -trivializations of deformations as it applies to the total space the dual line bundle L ∨ 0 . Kuranishi associated to each "deformation/trivialization" a power series in a variable t with coefficients in the space of (0, 1)-forms with coefficients in (a subsheaf of) the tangent bundle of
) for all n ≥ 0 are produced which must annihilate sections s 0 of L 0 which extend to sections of L. Roughly speaking, the basic idea of the proof is that, for "Schiffer-type" variations of L 0 /C 0 , we can trivialize the deformation of complex structure over a large open set. On the other hand, we can always globally trivialize the topological deformation, in fact, "usually" in such a way that the divisor associated to a given extension s ∈ H 0 (L) of s 0 ∈ H 0 (L 0 ) stays constant. We called such a topological trivialization "adapted" to the framing. Keeping careful track of the "dictionary" between the analytic trivialization on a large open set and an adapted topological trivialization, we produce elements
for each n for which the map
is zero. By doing this for some line-bundle deformation of L 0 for every Schiffer-type variation of a generic curve C 0 , we show that the higher µ-maps
are all zero. As Arbarello-Cornalba-Griffiths-Harris showed twenty years ago, this implies Petri's conjecture. We shall use Dolbeault cohomology throughout this paper. In particular, the sheaf D n (L 0 ) has both both a left and a right O C 0 -module structure and we define
where A 0,i is the sheaf of C ∞ -(0, i)-forms. Also the context will hopefully eliminate any confusion between two standard notations used in this paper, namely the notation L and L 0 for line bundles and the notation
where L τ denotes Lie differentiation with respect to a vector field τ . The author wishes to thank E. Arbarello, M. Cornalba, P. Griffiths, and J. Harris for the original concept and general framework of this paper, and E. Arbarello in particular for many helpful conversations without which this work could not have been completed. Also he wishes to thank the referee and R. Miranda for ferreting out an elusive mistake in a previous version of this paper, E. Casini and C. Hacon for help with the rewrite (especially for pointing me toward Lemma (1.9)), and the Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa, Italia, for its hospitality and support during the period of much of this research.
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Deformations of manifolds and differential operators
We begin with a brief review of the Newlander-Nirenberg-Kuranishi theory of deformations of complex structures (see [Ku] , [Ko] , [Gr; II.1] or [C] ). Let (1.1)
be a deformation of a complex manifold M 0 of dimension m.
(1.2) Definition:
will be called a trivialization of the deformation M/∆ if
and the mapping
gives a C ∞ -mapping
which determines the deformation of (almost) complex structure. Thus, at least formally, we can write
, that is, each ξ i is a (0, 1)-form with coefficients in the holomorphic tangent bundle T 1,0 of M 0 .
Finally each trivialization induces a unique lifting (1.3.1)
to a real C ∞ -vector field on M , and every C ∞ -function f on M corresponds to a unique series
such that, at least formally,
(1.4) Lemma: Every relative complex-valued C ∞ -differential form ω on M/∆ of type (0, q) corresponds on a (formal) neighborhood of M 0 to a form
This correspondence is a formal isomorphism
If we have two different trivializations σ and σ ′ , we have a formal isomorphism
(1.5) Lemma: For any function f on M definē
Finally we have that as operators on functions on M 0 , we have
We next ask which sequences ξ j ∈ A 0,1 (T 1,0 ) come from a trivialization of a deformation (1.1). Before answering this question, we need to make precise the various actions of an element ξ ∈ A 0,k (T 1,0 ) on A p,q (M 0 ). For any we write the action via contraction as
and "Lie differentiation" as
The sign is so chosen that, writing any element of A 0,k (T 1,0 ) locally as a sum of terms
(Warning: Since, as an operator on
however the identity does not hold as an operator on
So, using this local presentation for
we can define
(1.6) Lemma: The almost complex structures given on a coordinate neighborhood W 0 in M 0 by the the (0, 1)-tangent distributions
are integrable, that is, come from a deformation/trivialization (1.1)-(1.2) of M 0 , if and only if, for
(1.7) Proposition: Two trivializations (1.2) of the same deformation (1.1) are related by a holomorphic automorphism ϕ of M/∆, that is,
Proof: One implication is immediate from the definitions ofD σ andD σ ′ . For the other, the equality
preserves the (1, 0)-subspace of the (complexified) tangent space and therefore ϕ is holomorphic.
(1.8) Trivial deformations. We begin now with a deformation M/∆ of M 0 and let
be a trivialization with associated Kuranishi data ξ.
Suppose now that we have a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms
is a trivialization for each (sufficiently small) s and
be the vector field defining the group Φ s where
(See for example [C; Lemma (2.10)].) On the other hand, if we define (1.8.1)
and the action
(See for example [C; Lemma (2.11) ]. Compare [GM; §3] .) The conclusion is that ξ sβ is the Kuranishi data for the trivialization F s for all s. So the group of vector fields β acts on the Kuranishi data associated to the deformation M/∆. This action corresponds to the changes of the given trivialization by
denote a trivialization associated to the Kuranishi data ξ β .
(1.9) Lemma:
So, given a function
Proof:
If we can show the identity (1.9.1)
the lemma will follow from Lemma (1.5) since, by definition
To see (1.9.1) we prove by induction that
Now use the identity
so that
.
Suppose now that we have two trivializations
By Lemma (1.9) we have:
(1.10) Corollary: There is a C ∞ -vector field κ of type (1, 0) such that
is holomorphic on M if and only if
(1.11) Schiffer-type deformations: We now consider a special class of deformations of M 0 , those for which the change of complex structure can be localized at a union A 0 of codimension-one subvarieties on M 0 . We let (1.11.1)
be a vector field which is i) meromorphic in an analytic neighborhood
Using Lemma (1.9) for the case in which we first take
in (1.8) as the identity map, we define a deformation M β /∆ of M 0 by the integrable Kuranishi data (1.11.2)
Notice that ξ β = 0 in a neighborhood of A 0 × ∆ so ξ β corresponds to a trivialization
We call A 0 the center of the Schiffer-type deformation. Let
From (1.8), Lemma (1.9) and the above we conclude:
(1.12) Lemma:
In fact, for any divisor B 0 supported on A 0 we denote by
the vector space of functions f 0 which are C ∞ on (M 0 − A 0 ) and meromorphic on U 0 and for which
is effective on U 0 . Then B 0 has a unique extension to a divisor B β on M β which is supported on A β .
(1.13) Lemma: i) A meromorphic function f on M β with
effective is a formal sum
ii) The meromorphic functions on M β with
effective are given by the kernel of the mapping
iii) If
is the inclusion map and R denote the image of the map
Proof: i) The assertion is immediate from Lemma (1.5). ii) Again by Lemma (1.9) i) occurs exactly when f β lies in
iii) follows Lemma (1.12) and from the cohomology exact sequence associated to the short exact sequence
(1.14) Changing trivializations: Next suppose we wish to change our trivialization
defined over ∆ such that Φ preserves A 0 × ∆ as a set and is holomorphic on U 0 × ∆. By Lemma (1.9) and Corollary (1.10) there must exist a C ∞ -vector field κ of type (1, 0) which is holomorphic on U 0 and is such that g • G is holomorphic if and only if
Then, as in (1.8), for the vector field
of type (1, 0) which is meromorphic on U 0 and C ∞ elsewhere, we have
So g • G is holomorphic if and only if
∂ e −Lγ (g) = 0.
Since
we conclude (1.14)
(1.15) Lemma: Let D be a divisor on M β whose restriction D 0 to M 0 is smooth and reduced. Suppose that there is an analytic isomorphism of
Then there exists a vector field γ such that
Proof: The holomorphic automorphism of (U 0 × ∆) /∆ and be extended to a C ∞ -automorphism Φ of (M 0 × ∆) /∆. Now as in (1.14) conclude that there exists a γ such that
Deformations of line bundles and differential operators
Let X 0 be a complex manifold and let L 0 be a holomorphic line bundle on X 0 . Let
denote the sheaf of (holomorphic) differential operators, respectively the sheaf of differential operators of order ≤ n, on (sections of) the line bundle L 0 . We have a natural exact sequence
where the second last map is induced by the symbol map on differential operators. So there exist natural mappings (2.1.1)μ
and (2.1.2)
(In the next chapter we will establish Petri's conjecture on generic curve C 0 by establishing that the mappings (2.1.2) are zero for n ≥ 0 and X 0 = C 0 .) Suppose now that we are given a deformation (2.2.1)
of the pair (L 0 , X 0 ). We consider C ∞ -sections of L as C ∞ -functions on the dual line bundle L ∨ . These functions f are characterized by the properties (2.2.2)
where χ is the (holomorphic) Euler vector-field associated with the C * -action on L ∨ .
(2.3) Trivializations of deformations of line bundles. We next claim that, given a trivialization σ of the deformation X/∆ and given a line bundle L/X we can make compatible trivializations (2.3.1) To see that this is always possible, let {W 0 } be a covering of X 0 by coordinate disks and we construct a C ∞ partition-of-unity {ρ W 0 } subordinate to the induced covering of X 0 . Recall that L is given with respect to the trivialization σ by holomorphic local patching data
This map is well defined since
So referring to Lemma (1.5) our deformation/trivialization (2.3.2) is given by
We call a trivialization satisfying (2.3.1)-(2.3.3) a trivialization of line bundles. We say that the trivializations λ of L ∨ /∆ and σ of X/∆ are compatible if they make the diagram (2.3.1) commutative. By an elementary computation in local coordinates, sections
associated to a trivialization of line bundles lie in a subspace
comprising the the middle term of an exact sequence (2.3.4)
Furthermore, if
for some divisor D 0 on X 0 and if
is a divisor in X, then the section of L given by local defining functions z W of D goes to the section given over (x 0 , t) ∈ W 0 × ∆ by (2.3.6)
(2.4) Lemma: i) If X 0 is a Riemann surface C 0 , the space of all (formal) deformation/trivializations of the pair (curve, line bundle) taken modulo holomorphic isomorphisms over ∆, is naturally the space of power series in t with coefficients
ii) In general, a (formal) holomorphic section of L is a power series
with coefficients s i which are C ∞ -sections of L 0 such that
has divisor D such that
is smooth and reduced, then there is a trivialization
and a trivialization
Then there is a unique σ-compatible trivialization
We call the trivialization F λ adapted to the section f .
Proof: i) By (2.3.4) and Lemma (1.6) all integrability conditions vanish automatically.
ii) is immediate from Lemma (1.5). iii) Let N be a tubular neighborhood of D 0 in X. On N use a partitionof-unity argument as in [C; §1] to construct a C ∞ -retraction ρ : N → N ∩ X 0 such that each fiber is an analytic disk. If all local holomorphic coordinate systems used in the argument include, as one of the coordinates, a local defining function for D, one obtains
This gives the trivialization F σ in the neighborhood N of D. Extend by a partition of unity argument to
iv) This follows immediately from (2.3.6).
Notice that the symbol of the form
in the above formula is just the element of H 1 (T X 0 ) giving the KodairaSpencer class for the first-order deformation of the manifold L ∨ 0 given in (2.2).
(2.5) Schiffer-type deformations of line bundles. We next wish to consider a very special type of line bundle deformation. Our aim is to be able to apply Lemmas (1.12)-(1.13) to a case in which M 0 = L ∨ 0 is the total space of a line bundle and the holomorphic functions under consideration are the holomorphic sections of L 0 . Let X β /∆ be a Schiffer-type deformation as in (1.8). That is, referring to (1.8.3), suppose that X β /∆ is given by Kuranishi data
Let L/X β be a deformation of L 0 /X 0 . By Lemmas (1.15) and (2.3.6) there are compatible trivializations
(2.6) Lemma: Suppose that L 0 is trivial over a neighborhood of A 0 and that the mapping
induced by the exact sequence
is surjective. Then there is a liftingβ of β to a vector field on L ∨ 0 × ∆ which is meromorphic above A 0 and otherwise
Proof: Since L is trivial near A 0 , we can lift β to a vector fieldβ commuting with χ and meromorphic near A 0 by a patching argument as in (2.3). Any two liftings differ by a vector field
where the a j are fuctions on X 0 which are meromorphic near A 0 and C ∞ elsewhere. Given that modulo t n (2.6.1)
we use the surjectivity hypothesis in the statement of the lemma to choose a n+1 and achieve (2.6.1) modulo t n+1 .
(2.7) Differential operators and basepoint-free systems: Suppose now that
is basepoint-free. Let P 0 = P H 0 (L 0 ) and let
Then by the Leray spectral sequence there are natural isomorphisms (2.7.1)
There is a tautological section (2.7.2)f
given by the identity map on H 0 (L 0 ). Furthermore (2.7.3)
is given by the tautological homomorphism
Also one easily shows by induction using the Euler sequence that
for all i > 0, so also
There is a natural map
and
Now via the trace map we have a canonical splitting
where End 0 denotes trace-zero endomorphisms. Notice that
so we have that
(2.8) Extendable linear systems. Suppose now that the assumptions of (2.7) and Lemma (2.6) continue to hold and that, for some line bundle extension
is locally free over ∆. Let
be the incidence divisors for the respective linear systems. The sectionf 0 of L 0 (1) defined in (2.7.2) has divisor D 0 . Since D is topologically a D 0 -bundle over X β , we can build a C ∞ -trivialization
and such that the diagram
is commutative, where the vertical maps are the standard projections and such that the restriction of G to each fiber of the left-hand projection is a linear automorphism of projective space. Further we can suppose that G is holomorphic over F −1
is a holomorphic section ofL (1) with divisor D. By Lemmas (2.4) and(2.6), for each holomorphic trivialization (2.8.1)
G,G are given by a vector fields
These vector fields are meromorphic on U 0 × ∆. Since the restriction ofG to fibers of ρ are assumed to be a holomorphic automorphism of O (−1) on the corresponding projective spaces, the infinitesimal automorphism ofL ∨ 0 (−1) × ∆ is given byγ
If we changeT in (2.8.1) toT ′ , then (2.8.2)
∂, e
Next, for each holomorphic trivialization (2.8.1), let Lemma (2.6) . We denote the infinitesimal automorphism of
SinceF T andG are trivializations of the same deformation, we have by Lemma (1.15) that there is a C ∞ -vector field
, and (2.8.4)
Again theκ T,j are assumed to be holomorphic on P 0 × U 0 .
Next, using (2.7.4) and (2.8.2), we need to analyze the elements
Applying this element to ρ * f 0 •T ′ •T −1 , we obtain by (2.8.3) that (2.8.5)
(2.9) Theorem: Suppose that all assumptions of (2.5)-(2.8), in particular, the hypotheses of Lemma (2.6), hold. Suppose further that, by varying of β in (2.5) in such a way that all these assumptions continue to hold, the coefficients to t n+1 in all expressions ∂, e −L β generate H 1 S n+1 (T X 0 ) for each n ≥ 0. (For example we allow the divisor A 0 to move.) Then the maps
are zero for all n ≥ 0. Proof: Let ρ * ∂, e −Lγ T n be the coefficient of t n . Now symbol ρ * ∂, e
is just (2.9.1) By (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) and the hypothesis that the elements
we have that, by varying β and T , the elements s ρ * ∂, e
for each n ≥ 0. Thus, by (2.7.4) and (2.8.5), the mapν n+1 given by
is zero for all n ≥ 0. Thus in particular the map
takes values in the image of
But, under the identifications in (2.7) this last map becomes (2.9.3) 
Thus we conclude that the map
takes values in the image of (2.9.3). Then (2.9.1) and the hypothesis that the elements
generate H 1 S n+1 (T X 0 ) give the theorem.
and local coordinate z near a general point x 0 on C 0 , the local system of (pointwise) equations
for all k, which is clearly impossible unless all the t i (x 0 ) are zero.
